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1 Introduction 

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG), under an agreement no.09/2013 with UN-Habitat 

dated 10th of December 2013 has carried out a final audit of the financial report for the 

project “Renovation of green corridors in the Municipality of Ferizaj”. This project is part of 

the Programme supporting municipal spatial planning.  

The Municipality of Ferizaj and UN-Habitat entered into agreement on 01.07.2013 co-

financing the project with share, UN-Habitat 46% and the Municipality 54%. 

2 Scope 

It is the responsibility of the parties to prepare financial report. The Office of the Auditor 

General is contracted for carrying out an audit of the final financial report and examining 

physically if the works have been carried out in accordance with the agreement. 

3 Project Execution 

Description 

The procurement procedures for this project were carried out by the Municipality. UN-

Habitat engaged a procurement specialist to assist in carrying out procurement procedures. 

The tender was carried through using open procedure and criterion for contract award was 

the lowest price. On 09.01.2014 the Municipality entered into contract with economic 

operator “IDEALI”'. The contract value was €272,900. Execution Dynamic Plan for the 

project was 70 days. The project was subject to changes during the execution. The value of 

the project realized after the change was € 243,932 approved by UN Habitat. 

A municipal construction engineer was appointed as a Project Manager whilst “Arch & 

Design” company was contracted out as a supervisor of field work. The works started on 

03.03.2014 and ended on 28.04. 2015. 

After completion of works, the Municipality established a Commission for final acceptance 

of the works. The commission accepted the project works on 26. 06.2015. Commission for 

technical acceptance of works assessed that the project has been completed and the works 

were carried out, but it also identified several changes from the project. 

The challenge of this project was to follow the dynamic plan and finish on time and 

substantial change during its execution in relation to the invoice and bill of quantitiy. 
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We analysed whether the project is carried out under the agreement between the UN-

Habitat, the municipality and the company 'IDEALI'. 

Findings 

We have noticed that during the execution, this project was changed in almost all contracted 

stages. Below we presented some of the changes: 

 Stage C1: Supply and paving with asphalt behind the sports hall facility of €8,232. 

According to the report of the supervisory body, it was completed and the payment 

was made. In fact, the quantity of asphalt under this part is used in the part of the 

field sport which is in front of the building. According to the project manager, this 

stage C1 is not finished since the quantity of the asphalt is put on stage C2. 

 Stage E2: Supply and installation of geotextile in the amount €1,102 is replaced with 

poor concrete. This position, according to the report of the supervisory body was 

paid for geotextile; 

 Stage O1 and O2: supply with water pipe for irrigation in the green bar and repairing 

of manhole  in value €3,200 was paid as completed in the second instalment, while it 

is not finished at all; and 

 Stage P1-P3: underground works for renovation of lighting have changed because 

the quantity of electric material in project was not properly planned. 

Due to the changes of works against the contract specifications, we were unable to assure 

ourselves whether the works performed on the project are equivalent to the cash spent. In 

addition, we noticed that: 

 There were undue delays in execution of this project. The reason for the delays was 

unserious engagement of the contractor in finalising the works; and 

 VAT was calculated in payments made by UN-HABITAT for the amount of €33,165. 

By the time of the audit, the Municipality paid his share (€145,630) to the operator. UN-

Habitat transferred €81,646 on account of the Municipality where the sum of €33,165 were 

transferred by the Municipality on 18.04.2014 to the economic operator paying the first 

instalment without deducting VAT. 
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Balance of the payments and obligations under the contract is presented in the following 

table (€) 

Co-financers 

payment 
obligation of 
after the 
contract 
amendment (in 
€) 

The money 
transferred 
from the UN 
Habitat in 
municipal 
accounts 

Paid by 
municipalities 
on behalf of 
the economic 
operator 

outstanding 
debt 

Ferizaj 131,455  145,630 (14,175) 

UN-Habitat 112,4771 81,646 33,165 15,3162 

Total: 243,932  178,795                     

4 Conclusions 

Our conclusion is that the quality of performed works was not fully in compliance with the 

agreement due to poor project planning. Changes in project, non-quality work and delays 

should be analysed by Project partners and they need to find mechanisms to ensure that the 

requirements of the agreement are met, before payments are made. 

Recommendations 

We recommend the Mayor to ensure that: 

 Project implementation is discussed in agreed terms together with all stakeholders 

involved  and eliminate all the shortcomings identified; and 

 Request from the economic operator to correct the invoice no. 01/2014 of €33,165 

which should have been invoiced without VAT. 

We recommend UN-HABITAT to ensure: 

 The remaining amount of €15,316 is not paid without ensuring that all project 

shortcomings are eliminated; and 

 A confirmation for VAT exemption to the “IDEALI” company is issued. 

                                                      
1 This value includes VAT  
2 The UN Habitat debt without including VAT 


